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Abstract
War against CBRN-E threats needs to continuously develop systems with improved
detection efficiency and performances. This topic especially concerns the NR controls for
homeland security. This chapter introduces how it is now possible to perform gamma
identification using plastic scintillators, which are not conventionally designed for this
purpose. Two distinct approaches are discussed: the first one is the chemical modifications of the scintillator itself and the second is introducing new algorithms, Specifically
designed for this application.
Keywords: plastic scintillator, gamma spectrometry, metal loading, unfolding,
homeland security

1. Introduction
Protection of civilians and facilities against chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and
explosives (CBRN-E) emerged after 9/11 events and remains since this date of particular
importance for countries and states. When combined to the shortage of efficient detectors
(e.g., 3He for thermal neutron detection) and a global, worldwide crisis, there is a real need of
cheap, yet efficient detectors.
To detect illicit smuggling of gamma-ray sources, a first analysis requires fast gamma spectrometry. The abovementioned equation (increase in terrorists attack + need of cheap detectors
for large-scale deployment) naturally leads one to use plastic scintillators (PS) as detectors to
be embedded in radiation portal monitors. Despite its high gamma-ray sensitivity, this material is not perfectly suited for this, due mainly to the poor gamma resolution, Precluding
therefore any subsequent gamma identification. In the case of gamma-rays emitters indeed,
only the Compton continuum and Compton edge are obtained after interaction in the plastic
scintillator, and no information of the full energy peak can be observed.

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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This chapter presents recent improvements concerning potential optimizations for the
gamma-ray spectrometry using plastic scintillators as a detector, with a focus on:
-

Chemically modifying the nature of the PS. Due to its intrinsic low density and effective
atomic number, this family of detectors is not well-suited for gamma-ray spectrometry.
However, recent advances in the loading of plastic scintillators with organometallic complexes containing, for example, lead, tin, or bismuth, led to important breakthroughs in
this field. As a perspective, nanomaterials are now being included in plastic scintillators,
which can afford new and unrevealed specifications. All the advantages and drawbacks
of the plastic scintillator loading with organometallics will be fully discussed.

-

Spectra classification and deconvolution methods based on specific smart algorithms
have shown very promising results to identify gamma isotopes either alone or in mixtures. An important aspect for counterterrorism applications is real-time detection so algorithms which fulfill this requirement are of great interest.

This chapter mostly describes recent advances in the chemical modification of plastic scintillators for Pseudo-gamma spectrometry. The second part introduces dedicated algorithms for
the processing of poorly resolved gamma-ray spectra, allowing therefore gamma identification with plastic scintillators [1]. When available, some examples will be provided.

2. Plastic scintillator modifications
2.1. Introduction to plastic scintillators
In a few words, a plastic scintillator is a fluorescent polymer which has the capability to emit
photons when excited by an ionizing particle. The discovery and use was reported for the first
time by Schorr and Torney as early as 1950 [1], as an extension of previous work on liquid
scintillators.
The chemical formulation of a PS is usually composed of an aromatic matrix embedding
one or several fluorophores. According to the Förster theory [2] (Figure 1), after radiation/
matter interaction within the polymer, excitons are transferred from the matrix to the first
fluorophore, then to the second fluorophore—so-called the wavelength shifter, allowing the
incident energy response to emit close to 420 nm, for two reasons. This wavelength indeed
corresponds to the maximum of quantum efficiency of traditional photomultiplier tubes
(PMT’s) and to the optical transparency domain of the material.
A typical composition of a plastic scintillator is the following (Figure 2):
-

Matrix, generally based on polystyrene or polyvinyltoluene.

-

Primary fluorophore, p-terphenyl or 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO) are global leaders,
but many choices are possible.

-

Secondary fluorophore, for example, 1,4-bis(5-phenyl-2-oxazolyl)benzene (POPOP), bismethylstyrylbenzene (bis-MSB), 9,10-diphenylanthracene (9,10-DPA), etc.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Förster theory typically used in liquid or plastic scintillators.

Figure 2. Schematic representations of molecules involved in the preparation of a plastic scintillator.

2.2. Plastic scintillator loading
According to this recipe, one can expect obtaining a regular plastic scintillator, with basic
properties. Among other, it is noteworthy at this stage to introduce the scintillation light yield
(or light output), which is the quantity of photons delivered by the material when excited by
electrons with 1 MeV energy. When a special care is given to afford the plastic scintillator
special applications–and this will be the topic of this chapter, it is possible to add various
elements, for example, neutron absorbers or organometallics, the latter allowing the Pseudogamma spectrometry in plastic scintillators [3].
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However, we will see that such loading may affect the light yield, leading to a trade-off
between high metal content and detector’s performances. In other words, a high loading may
increase the effective atomic number (Zeff) of the material, but at the expense of its light output. Also of interest, not only the incident gamma-ray will be fully absorbed, but also the total
count rate will benefit from the increase in the Zeff.
2.3. Theory
It is known for a long time that only three main interaction mechanisms can occur at the same
time in radiation measurement: Compton scattering, pair production, and the most important
for gamma identification is the photoelectric effect.
To identify an incident radionuclide emitting gamma-rays, photoelectric absorption has to
be favored. A rough approximation of the photoelectric effect probability is given by Ppe ≈
constant × Zeffn/(Eγ3.5), where the exponent n varies between 4 and 5. This equation reveals the
main drawback associated with plastic scintillators, namely their low effective atomic number. Calculating Zeff for a PSt + 1.5 wt% p-terphenyl + 0.03 wt% POPOP scintillator composition
gives a 5.7 value (PSt standing for polystyrene), which is too low to afford a sustainable photoelectric absorption. Thus, Compton scattering will be predominant, and full energy peaks
can appear at 100, 300, and 500 keV for compounds with Zeff ≈ 15, 50, and 70, respectively [4].
To increase both density and Zeff, chemists have turned their attention in loading plastic scintillators with heavy elements, affecting as low as possible the scintillation properties of the detector.
This can be illustrated in Figure 3 where one can see the appearance of the full energy peak on
the black signal. To this, four strategies to host a metal inside a polymer matrix are possible. The
first strategy to be explained is the most documented and uses organometallics, and the second
most used involves nanoparticles. Two other strategies exist, namely dissolution of inorganic
compounds and quantum dots, but so far they were not successfully applied to gamma-ray spectrometry; they are therefore not described in this chapter.

Figure 3. On the left: 137Cs spectrum using a standard plastic scintillator. On the right: 137Cs spectrum using a plastic
scintillator doped with 5% lead. MCNPX simulation results. Same behavior expected for bismuth loading.

2.4. Heavy metal loading
2.4.1. Organometallic complex
As already mentioned, the first plastic scintillator ever published was reported in 1950 [1].
Loading such materials with heavy metals took only three years to appear in a publication
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[5]. This paved the way on the main characteristics the heavy metal loading has to fulfill:
the organometallic complex must be highly soluble in the monomer, it must be stable, and a
trade-off must be found between the gain obtained with the loading (herein the increase in
the Zeff) and the metal quenching which will affect the light yield.
Basically, an organometallic complex is a molecule embedding a metal core surrounded by
one or several organic ligands, their number depending on the valence of the metal. Leadloaded plastic scintillators are already known and commercially available from several suppliers (Table 1). It is shown that the light output dramatically decreases when the metal
concentration increases, due (logically) to metal quenching effect. Although not anymore
commercially available, a tin-loaded plastic scintillator with metal concentration up to 7 wt%
was sold by Nuclear Enterprise under the trade name NE140 [6].
Provider

Reference

[Pb] (wt%)

λem (nm)

Light yield
(ph/MeV)[c]

Light output/
anthracene (%)[c]

Decay time (ns)

Saint-Gobain

BC-452

2, 5 or 10

424

4900

32

2.1

Eljen
Technology

EJ-256

1 → 5[a]

425

5200

34

2.1

Amcrys-H

n.d.

12[b]

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Rexon

RP-452

5

n.d.

5200

34

n.d.

n.d. denotes to not determined.
[a]
Eljen Technology can raise the [Pb] up to 10 wt%, but these concentrations are not recommended [42].
[b]
Also available as tin loading, up to 10 wt%.
[c]
Spectroscopic data for 5 wt% loading.
Table 1. Commercial, lead-loaded plastic scintillators.

The choice of both metal and ligand(s) is of particular importance as it will directly affect the
scintillation properties of the plastic scintillator. In the literature, the following metals were
tested, with more or less popularity, at least in plastic solutions. Thus, Iodine [7] (Z = 53),
Holmium [8] (Z = 67), Tantalum [8] (Z = 73), and Mercury [9] (Z = 80) were less studied. An
extensive methodological work was performed by Sandler and Tsou concerning the metals
from the groups IVA and VA [10]. An important statement was the fact that group VA metals
are better quenchers than others of the group IVA.
Diphenylmercury(ii) was used in the range 1–10 wt% of metal to load PS. The compound is
of particular interest thanks to its high content (56.5%) of metal. Again a strong quenching
effect was observed, with a 4-fold decrease in the light output from 1 to 10 wt%. Moreover,
diphenylmercury failed to be sensitive to UV light.
Before being radioactive, the two heaviest metals reported in the Mendeleev table are lead
and bismuth. Logically, they are also the most studied, along with tin. Thus, after Pichat [5],
Hyman [11], Baroni [12], Dannin et al. [13–15] successfully observed for the first time a distinct photopeak emanating from the full energy absorption of the 662 keV, 137Cs gamma-ray.
Herein, it is shown that full energy peaks are absent in lead-loaded plastic scintillators and
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visible in 20–50 wt% of organometallic-loaded materials. Scintillators were composed of 3 wt%
2-(4-biphenylyl)-5-phenyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole (PBD), 0.05 wt% POPOP, and either (4-ethylphenyl)triphenyltin or p-triphenylstyryltin. The best observed photopeak resolution was 13%, obtained
with a 30 wt% p-triphenylstyryltin (giving 7.86% of metal).
After almost 40 years of inactivity, new developments (mainly driven by the homeland security
needs) have recently emerged, for all three recognized metals. Tin has been recently renewed
with rationally designed complexes. Despite the lower Z of tin compared to lead or bismuth,
the intersystem crossing—and by consequence the metal quenching effect—seems reduced
for this metal [16]. An in-depth investigation has been performed in the synthesis of Tin(iv)
organometallics in which the steric hindrance pushes back the fluorophore at distances in the
range 5–20 Å. These compounds are typically alkyl- or aryl-derivatives of tin, either commercially available or prepared from the Grignard reaction of the organomagnesium halide with
tin chloride. A plasticizing effect was observed when loading the material with tetra-(3-phenylpropyl)tin, which led to link the organometallic compound to the matrix via a methacrylate
moiety. To afford the scintillation properties, 2-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-5-(4-biphenylyl)-1,3,4oxadiazole (butyl-PBD) was used as the dye. Thus, a 6% tin concentration was found as a
trade-off between loading ratio and scintillation light yield, providing therefore the presence
of photopeaks in the range 14 keV (241Am) to 1274 keV (22Na), with an 11.4% energy resolution at 662 keV. Ultimately, a cost projection was performed with such modified materials. It
reveals that a 6 wt% tin-loaded PS could be roughly obtained at a 270 $/kg (chemicals only).
Thanks to its low cost and high Z, lead is still of great interest. As lead(ii) organometallics are
very polar compounds, most strategies involve the use of polar comonomers to reach high concentrations. Significant improvements were also obtained when adding a polymerizable bond
to the organic moiety of the organometallic complex. Thus, lead dimethacrylate (Pb(MAA)2) is
a candidate of choice for the 10–40 keV full X-ray absorption in plastic scintillators, allowing
a metal loading as high as 27.4 wt% [17]. To allow parasite Cherenkov light effect rejection,
this loading was coupled to high wavelength-shifting dyes, leading to 580 nm centered plastic
scintillators. Unfortunately, the light yield was rather low (<1000 ph/MeV for 10.9 wt% of lead).
Very recently, a combined fast neutron/gamma discriminating lead-loaded plastic scintillator was reported [18]. This combines an organo-lead compound with PPO at a probable high
concentration, this strategy being already known in the field of neutron detection [19]. The
resolution is 16% at 662 keV, with a claimed scintillation yield of 9000 ph/MeV.
The last decade has seen many investigations on the synthesis of various bismuth organometallics and their application in plastic scintillator loading. Thanks to the very high solubility
of triphenylbismuth in regular monomers such as styrene or vinyltoluene, one can expect
elevated bismuth concentrations in the material. To overcome the metal quenching effect,
Cherepy et al. proposed an exotic scintillator formulation based on a polyvinylcarbazole
(PVK) matrix and a phosphorescent iridium complex. For samples as small as 1 cm3, the 137Cs
pulse height spectrum exhibited several features isolated from bold deconvolutions, such as
the full energy peak with a claimed resolution lower than 7%, along with the escape peak due
to the 209B Kα X-rays [20]. Bigger volume (48 cm3) allowed the full absorption of the 1274 keV
gamma-ray from 22Na with a 9% resolution [21]. Later on, the PVK matrix was abandoned,
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presumably due to the difficulty to scale up the material, and triphenylbismuth was substituted by bismuth tripivalate (Figure 4) [22]. Loadings of 29 wt% bismuth metal were reached
without degraded transparency. A 6 wt% Bi-loaded sample showed a photopeak of 137Cs with
a 15% resolution and a light yield close to 3300 ph/MeV.

Figure 4. Examples of organo-bismuthine compounds used to load plastic scintillators: bismuth tripivalate, bismuth
trimethacrylate, triphenylbismuth, and tris-biphenylbismuth (from left to right).

At the same time, Bertrand et al. designed both alkyl- and aryl-derivatives of bismuth(iii)
[23]. Bismuth tricarboxylates were easily prepared from the reaction between the carboxylic acid and BiPh3, whereas tris-biphenylbismuth was isolated from the reaction between
biphenyl lithium bromide with bismuth(iii) chloride. A 6 wt% Bi-loaded sample revealed
highly defined full energy peak for 57Co with a 122 keV energy and a light yield close to
4600 ph/MeV. Interestingly, a linear increase in both photoelectric and Compton count rates
obtained from the corresponding integration of the region was observed from 0 to 9 wt%
of bismuth; the dataset at 11 wt% reveals however a decrease, showing here that the high
amount of metal becomes noxious and does not give clear compensation to the loss of scintillation yield. Later on, a 155 cm3 sized sample containing 5 wt% of bismuth was reported by
the same group. A good trend was observed for the full absorption of 67.4 keV X-rays [24];
however, no full energy peak was observed when the scintillator was irradiated with 137Cs
gamma source [25].
2.4.2. Nanomaterials
Loading PS with nanomaterials emerge as a new field, and not only for gamma-ray spectrometry, as can be proven for instance with lithium loading for thermal neutron capture [26]. The
differences between an organometallic complex and a nanomaterial arise in the sense that the
metal core is constituted from a metal salt surrounded by an organic shell, and the global size
of the molecule is at the nanometer scale, giving therefore unrevealed feature.
As an application to the gamma-ray spectrometry field, the first example was reported by
Cai et al. [27, 28] The composite scintillator was composed of a polyvinyltoluene (PVT)
matrix embedding gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) nanocrystals as the gamma sensitizer, along
with a rather unusual fluorophore for scintillation purpose, namely 4,7-bis-{2′-9′,9′-bis[(2″ethylhexyl)-fluorenyl]}-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (FBtF). FBtF shows an appreciable Stokes shift
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with a dual excitation maxima at 310 and 420 nm (most probably the S0 → S2 and S0 → S1 transitions, respectively), and an emission maximum around 520 nm. To allow the dispersion of
Gd2O3 in the composite, it was capped with both oleic acid and oleylamine (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Topological representation of FBtF (top), oleic acid (middle), and oleylamine (bottom).

Thus, small and transparent monoliths (Φ 14 mm, thickness 3 mm) were successfully obtained
with a Gd loading as high as 31 wt%. While excited with 662 keV gamma-rays, a full energy
peak with an 11.4% energy resolution was observed.
The same group extended this work to hafnium oxide nanoparticles composite scintillators
[29]. The nanocomposite monolith of 1 cm diameter and 2 mm thickness shows a full energy
photopeak for 662 keV gamma-rays, with the best unfolded full energy peak resolution <8%.
Ultimately, ytterbium fluoride nanoparticles with loading as high as 63 wt% were prepared
[30]. Composites loaded with 20 wt% of YbF3 show the full energy peak of 137Cs with an estimated 8600 ph/MeV light yield.
Hafnium-doped organic-inorganic hybrid scintillators were fabricated via a sol-gel method
[31]. This consists in HfxSi1−xO2 obtained from the sol-gel reaction of hafnium oxychloride
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with phenyltrimethoxysilane dissolved in PSt, with a maximum Hf loading of 10 wt%. Other
examples were reported with zirconium oxide nanoparticles loaded in PSt for 67.4 keV X-rays
[32]. Loadings up to 30 wt% have been achieved. Significantly higher X-ray excited luminescence was also observed with barium fluoride nanoparticles [33]. Again high loadings
(40 wt%) are possible, albeit at the expense of the optical transmission.

3. Algorithms
3.1. Context and motivations
Identification of radionuclides emitting gamma-rays is one of the main challenging topics
related to nuclear measurements. This issue is crucial in several fields of nuclear industry.
For instance, this step is of great interest in the frame of decommissioning applications or
for obtaining a performing storage of nuclear waste packages. Nowadays, identification of
radionuclides is considered as a crucial issue for homeland security applications. This important step is for instance required for identifying radioactive material potentially hidden with
naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM).
Gamma-ray spectrometry is the reference line of attack for identifying radionuclides and has
been used for decades by scientific and industrial communities. Using appropriate detectors,
this technique enables to obtain both qualitative (nature of radionuclides) and quantitative
(activity of a given radionuclide) information. However, in the frame of homeland security
applications, high detection efficiency is often required and the use of large size detectors
became a crucial topic, so plastic scintillators are of great interest. However, due to their
intrinsic characteristics, these detectors are not adapted to gamma-ray spectrometry measurements using standard methods.
For several years, alternative methods were developed by different research teams in order to
overcome limitations related to detectors having a poor energy resolution. General principle
followed by these teams is based on a global analysis of the gamma-ray spectrum and not only
on restricted areas of interest in the latter, usually corresponding to a full energy deposition.
3.2. Standard approach for gamma-ray spectrometry analysis and associated limitations
Gamma-ray spectrometry is a technique based on the detection of Gamma-rays emitted by
specific radionuclides. This method enables to qualitatively identify radionuclides as well as
to quantify their activity. The information of interest is extracted from the full energy peak,
which corresponds to a full energy deposition of the incident Gamma-ray. For instance, 137Cs
has a characteristic gamma-ray emission at 661.7 keV and the presence of 60Co is associated
with the emission of two Gamma-rays at 1173.2 and 1332.5 keV. Using reference database (for
instance, ENDF, JEFF, LARA databases [34], etc.), it is possible to identify the radionuclide
from a raw gamma spectrum (a calibration step of the detector using well-known sources is
required). Concerning the activity information, the latter could be obtained by extracting the
net peak area from selected regions in the spectrum. The net peak area corresponds to the
gross number of counts in the region of interest minus the background continuum underlying beneath the peak and due to Compton interactions. The ability of discriminating peaks
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close in energy and extracting their net peak areas are two of the most important features for
gamma-ray spectrometry applications.
Detectors used for gamma-ray spectrometry measurements can be segmented into two categories: scintillators and semiconductors. As previously mentioned, the quality of a detector
for gamma-ray spectrometry measurements can be evaluated considering two main parameters: its energy resolution (ability to discriminate two peaks in a spectrum close in energy)
and its absolute efficiency (number of counts detected in the full energy peak region per emitted Gamma-ray). Both these parameters can significantly change according to the type of
the detector. Inorganic scintillators (sodium iodide NaI(Tl), bismuth germanate BGO) have
a degraded resolution in comparison with those related to semiconductors (cadmium zinc
telluride CZT or high purity germanium HPGe). As an illustration, the standard energy resolution of a NaI(Tl) detector is equal to 7.5% at 661.7 keV, compared to 1 keV for HPGe detector. However, inorganic scintillators often have better detection efficiency. Indeed, due to
their low cost, it is possible to produce them in larger dimensions. Some recent technological
development, like LaBr3 scintillators, can be considered as a good trade-off for spectrometry
measurements (standard energy resolution equal to 3% at 661.7 keV). Figure 6 compares 152Eu
spectra, respectively, obtained using a HPGe detector and a NaI(Tl) scintillator. For the latter,
full energy peaks can be distinguished, but the extraction of net peak areas is more complicated than for the analysis of HPGe spectra.

Figure 6. Example of
the right).

152

Eu experimental spectra using a HPGe semiconductor (on the left) or a NaI(Tl) scintillator (on

On the other side, plastic scintillators are a category of detectors generally devoted to counting applications. For several years, they have been extensively used for homeland security
applications. Indeed, productions costs are extremely low, and these detectors can be manufactured in very large dimensions (for instance, an EJ-200 plastic scintillator with dimensions
10 cm × 10 cm × 100 cm, costs 2000 euros per unit). For this reason, there is a lot of interest for
extending capacities offered by these detectors, especially adding spectrometric functionalities. However, due to their intrinsic characteristics (plastic scintillators are mainly composed
by carbon and hydrogen, corresponding to a Zeff of 5.7 and a density of 1.02) and despite
very large dimensions in comparison with other detectors, the probability to have a full
energy deposition is very low in the active volume. Figure 7 illustrates a simulated spectrum
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of a plastic scintillator in the presence of 137Cs and 60Co sources. The reference Monte Carlo
MCNPX code is used to carry out this simulation step [35]. Full energy peaks cannot be identified in the spectrum, but only Compton edges which are often used for energy calibration.
For this reason, alternative methods are required to qualitatively and quantitatively process
such degraded spectra.

Figure 7. Example of a gamma-ray spectrum obtained with a plastic scintillator (EJ-200 type), 137Cs and 60Co signatures
(Monte Carlo simulation using MCNPX).

As it was mentioned in the first part of this chapter, intensive work has been carried out by
several research teams for several years in order to enhance the spectrometric performances
of plastic scintillators. Figure 8 illustrates the difference between gamma-ray spectra obtained
with a standard plastic scintillator and a 5 wt% lead-loaded plastic scintillator (simulation
result using MCNPX). Interesting features due to lead loading are present in the last case
(small full energy peak and escape peak). However, a specific spectrum processing is still
required to carry out a performing identification step.

Figure 8. Example of a 137Cs gamma pulse height spectra with a standard (gray line) and a metal-loaded PS allowing the
visualization of a full energy peak.
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3.3. Analysis of a gamma-ray spectrum as an inverse problem
A potential alternative for analyzing gamma-ray spectra having a poor energy resolution
consists of processing the complete spectrum and not only slight regions of interest focused
on full energy peaks. In this way, the processing of a gamma-ray spectrum appears as an
inverse problem (classical approach for instance for tomographic applications) and can be
solved using a specific reconstruction algorithm. Following this methodology, the analysis of
a gamma-ray spectrum can be considered under the following matrix form:
S = H.A

(1)

where:
-

S is called the signal matrix: matrix of dimensions (nbe_channels, 1). The nbe_channels parameter corresponds to the number of channels of the gamma-ray spectrum. The S matrix
corresponds to the measurement result, that is, the gamma-ray spectrum to be processed.

-

A is called the activity matrix: matrix of dimensions (nbe_incident_energies, 1). The nbe_incident_energies parameter corresponds to the number of incident energies defined by the
user and considered during the reconstruction process. These incident energies correspond to the number of voxels (elemental volumes) of a standard emission tomography
problem. The A matrix corresponds to the result of the reconstruction.

-

H is called the transfer matrix of the problem: matrix of dimensions (nbe_channels, nbe_incident_energies). This matrix integrates all detection efficiencies taken into account in the
inverse problem. For instance, the element hij corresponds to the probability that a photon
of incident energy equal to j was detected in the channel i of the gamma-ray spectrum.
Roughly speaking, it can be seen as a reference database from which the deconvolution
step will be carried out.

In this way, the H matrix contains the spectrometric behavior of a detection system for each
incident energy defined by the user and considered in the problem. It is important to emphasize
that the data processing will be further carried out on this incident energy grid. For this reason,
the choice of the grid energy step is a crucial parameter to obtain a performing reconstruction.
Another manner to define the H matrix consists of directly considering gamma-ray signatures of specific radionuclides (for instance, 241Am, 137Cs, 60Co, etc.) and not individual incident
gamma-ray energies. In this case, the H matrix has the dimensions (nbe_channels, nbe_radionuclides) and the reconstruction step directly enables to obtain the proportion of a given
radionuclide in the spectrum. The parameter nbe_radionuclides corresponds to the number of
radionuclides defined by the end user and considered in the problem.
The definition of the H matrix is one of the most important points of this technique.
Two approaches are possible to determine this parameter. The use of Monte Carlo simulations
is a first possibility. Several Monte Carlo codes like MCNPX, GEANT4, or TRIPOLI are indeed
available and can be considered as performing solutions to determine the behavior of a detector
for a given incident energy. The main benefit of this solution concerns its flexibility. Indeed, it
is possible to simulate any incident energy or experimental configuration and to minimize in
this way experimental constraints due to the calibration step. On the other side, the drawback of
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this method is mainly related to the accuracy of the Monte Carlo model and its consistency with
the experimental behavior of the real detector. A discrepancy between the simulated gammaray spectrum and the real behavior of the detector will have a direct impact on the result of the
reconstruction. The importance of this impact will be fully related to the agreement between
simulated and experimental results. For this reason, an accurate simulation is required for both
the detector and its environment which is somehow tricky, especially for the low-energy part of
the spectrum (energy range <200 keV, strong impact of Compton effects due to the environment).
The other solution consists of an experimental calibration of the detector itself using reference
sources. The number of experimental radionuclides is also reduced in comparison with a
Monte Carlo simulation-based methodology, and it will directly define the grid for the reconstruction step (only the database approach can be considered in this way). However, the great
benefit of this solution is to obtain the exact experimental behavior of the detector for a given
radionuclide, without bias in comparison with the simulation.
The reconstruction step is the second key parameter of this process. First of all, it is important
to emphasize that a direct inversion of the formula given previously cannot be considered for
solving such problems. Indeed, S or H matrices coefficients have intrinsic statistical uncertainties, and a direct inversion can lead to nonphysical values (for instance, negative activity
values, which are of course non-consistent with a physical behavior). Development of specific
algorithms has been a topic of interest for the research community for several decades, and
many scientific articles were published on this subject. For instance, we can cite the linear regularization system (also named as the Phillips-Twomey approach [36]) or the method based on
the maximum of entropy [37] (MEM). One of the most literature-cited methods is based on the
approach called maximum likelihood-expectation maximization [38] (ML-EM). In comparison with Phillips-Twomey or MEM methods, ML-EM enables to take into account the Poisson
nature of the experimental data given as an input of the problem. An example of applications
of this type of algorithm for this current topic can be found in Ref. [39]. Finally, the ML-EM
approach can be extended to the Bayesian MAP-EM (maximum a posteriori-expectation maximization) algorithm which introduces an a priori law on the incident energy grid.
Both ML-EM and MAP-EM are iterative techniques, and these algorithms converge to a solution enabling to maximize likelihood. An important point concerns the initial values taken at
the beginning of the analysis. A standard procedure consists of considering that all the coefficients of the A matrix have the same values before the first iteration.
3.4. Analysis on simulated and experimental data
Figure 9 illustrates results obtained for the deconvolution of gamma-ray spectra following an
inverse problem methodology. A cocktail of radioactive sources is simulated using the Monte
Carlo MCNPX code (241Am, 137Cs, 60Co) for a standard plastic scintillator. An ML-EM algorithm is used for processing the gamma-ray spectrum. As previously mentioned, we can see
that only Compton edges can be identified in the input gamma-ray spectrum. On the right,
it is possible to see the result obtained after the deconvolution process in terms of incident
energies. The main peaks given as input parameters of the simulation can be clearly identified (59.5 keV for 241Am, 661.7 keV for 137Cs, 1173.2 and 1332.5 keV for 60Co). Moreover, as
the H matrix integrates the efficiency of interest, the result after deconvolution direct gives
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an activity value (same intensity for instance for both peaks of 60Co after deconvolution).
However, it is important to mention that the incident energy obtained after the analysis corresponds to a value allowed by the grid of incident energies (for instance, considering the
peak due to 137Cs, the rebuilt incident energy is spread between 660 and 670 keV, due to the
binning defined by the end user). Figure 10 illustrates processing on the same simulated data
but considering this time the database approach (deconvolution on a family of radionuclides
and not on incident energies). It should be noted that results presented in Figure 10 have been
obtained using a different algorithm than ML-EM (nonparametric Bayesian methodology).

Figure 9. Incident energies of a gamma sources mixtures (241Am,
inverse problem approach [41].

137

Cs, and 60Co) obtained after processing with an

Figure 10. On the left: nature and associated proportion of radionuclides present in the gamma-ray spectrum. On the
right: Gamma-rays associated with the detected radionuclides and comparison between simulated (blue curve) and
rebuilt gamma-ray spectra (red curve).

3.5. Current status and future developments
Table 2 summarizes breakthroughs obtained in the field of metal loading.

Matrix

Full energy
peak absorption
(keV)

Resolution (%)

γ light yield[a]
(ph/MeV)

Typical sample
size (cm3)

Ref.

Sn (7.8)

p-triphenylstyryltin

PVT

662

13

≈6000

n.g.

[10]

Sn (6)

Tributyltinmethacrylate

PSt

662

11.4

6700

6.4

[17]

Pb (n.g.)

n.g.

PSt

662

16

9000

n.g.

[19]

Bi (19.0)

Triphenylbismuth

PVK

662

6.8

7200

1

[21]

Bi (21.3)

Triphenylbismuth

PVK

1275

9

≈12,000

48

[22]

Bi (6)

Bismuth tripivalate

PVT

662

15

3300

103

[23]

Bi (5)

Triphenylbismuth

PSt

122

78

3900

155

[26]

Bi (8)

Acetyldimethacrylylbismuth

PSt

122

n.g.

2500

20.8

[24]

Gd (3.1)[b]

Gd2O3 nanocrystals

PVT

662

11.4

n.g.[c]

0.46

[28]

Yb (15)

YbF3 nanoparticles

PVT

662

n.g.

8600

0.16

[31]

Hf (28.5)

HfO2

PVT

662

8

≈10,000

0.16

[30]

Hf (10)

HfxSi1-xO2

PSt

67.4[d]

n.g.

4560

<1

[32]

Zr (22)

ZrO2 nanoparticles

PSt

67.4[d]

n.g.

n.g.

<1

[33]

n.g. denotes to not given.
[a]
When not explicitly given, evaluated from the gamma spectrum.
[b]
Based on a calculated volume density.
[c]
A beta light yield is given with 204Tl excitation, showing 27,000 ph/MeV, relative to BC-400 plastic scintillator.
[d]
X-rays excitation.
Table 2. Main improvements leading to gamma-ray spectrometry with plastic scintillators.
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Organometallic compound

Metal additive
(wt%)
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Gamma-ray counting or spectrometry enhancement with plastic scintillator loading is a pretty
old strategy, but new key technologies allow now identifying gamma-ray spectra with various energies. This is extremely mandatory for the future generation radiation portal monitors used in homeland security. Most of the design is now performed with organometallic
compounds mainly with tin, lead, and bismuth organometallics, but we have seen herein that
other solutions may be of great value. Loading inorganics in plastic scintillators is obviously
the cheapest method, but this method will be rapidly limited in terms of metal concentration
and optical transparency. Metal-encapsulated nanoparticles would represent the most affordable and efficient in terms of gamma-ray spectrometry, but the described samples usually
stand at the cm3 state, so not big enough to find an application in radiation portal monitors.
Analysis of gamma-ray spectra using innovative methods is of great interest for identifying
radionuclides, especially for homeland security applications where there is a real need for this
type of features. Analysis methods based on a global processing of the gamma-ray spectrum are
a performing way to identify radionuclides as soon as detectors with poor energy resolution are
used. Several challenges can be identified as mid-term and long-term perspectives for developing and improving such algorithms. First of all, for homeland security applications, a secondorder analysis is often required (for instance, if a moving object like a truck should be analyzed)
and the processing time should be reduced as low as possible. Several teams developed identification solutions well adapted to address this challenge (see for instance Ref. [40]). Another issue
strongly impacting this family of methods concerns the accuracy of the database used during
the deconvolution step and its consistency with the gamma-ray spectrum to be measured. If
the radioisotope is hidden by a specific shielding, the measured gamma-ray spectrum will be
modified accordingly, and a bias will be introduced in comparison with the reference signature,
potentially impacting the reconstruction step. Finally, coupling the algorithmic part with modified plastic scintillators, including for instance Bi loading, could improve the identification step
because of the apparition of specific features in the spectrum, like full energy and escape peaks.
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